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Abstract

Software product lines are rapidly gaining importance across different application domains. This software production paradigm focuses on the development of related software products using managed reusable assets instead of building each product from scratch. In the software product line community, feature models are recognized as one of the most used notation to represent variability in a product line and their automated analysis is a thriving research area. In a recent systematic literature review, some of the authors summarized the numerous contributions on the topic in the last 20 years and identified several challenges to be addressed. One of them was the lack of formal definitions of the analysis operations, for which most of the reviewed works only provided informal descriptions, leading to misunderstandings and implementation problems in tool development. To face this challenge, this article presents FLAME, a formal framework for the specification of analysis operations on feature models. Its main advantages lie in its formal semantics—described using the Z specification language—and in its high level of abstraction, which allows the reuse of the framework for the formalization of different feature model dialects or even for different variability notations. Furthermore, in order to assure the quality of the formal framework—and to provide a reference implementation for tool developers—, the Z specification has been animated in Prolog and automatically validated using 18,000 test cases automatically generated using metamorphic testing techniques. The results of the performed tests have helped not only to enhance the framework significantly but also to detect inconsistencies both in the previous informal definitions of the analysis operations and in current analysis tools, thus supporting the need for formal semantics.
Chapter 1

Introduction

Software product lines (SPLs) are used as a way of managing a set of distinctive software products in a concrete domain. Because of the ubiquity of software systems, the production of software is rapidly shifting to a mass-customization production paradigm where a common platform of features conforms the core of the product line and a set of product-specific features are tailored for specific domain needs. In outline, SPL engineering covers specific processes, methods, models, techniques and tools for supporting SPL adoption [Clements and Northrop, 2001; Pohl et al., 2005]. One of the important issues of this branch of software engineering is the availability of modeling facilities to express the inherent variability in a product line. To this end, Kang et al. [1990] proposed the so-called feature models, which are variability models that represent the set of products in an SPL in terms of their features and the relationships among them.

As an essential support for SPL engineers, the automated analysis of feature models is defined by Benavides et al. [2010] as the computer-aided extraction of information from feature models by means of analysis operations, such as determining the number of products represented by a feature model, detecting anomalies, or comparing two models and classifying their relationship. Manual computation of such analysis operations depends on model semantics and is error-prone, tedious, and even infeasible with large-scale feature models. Some of the authors recently performed a systematic literature review on 20 years of automated analysis of feature models where 30 different analysis operations were identified [Benavides et al., 2010]. The review also identified several important challenges that were not covered by existing research. One of them was the lack of formal or rigorous description of analysis operations, which has sometimes led researchers and tool developers to misunderstandings.

This article presents FLAME (Fama formaL frAMEwork), a formal framework for defining the semantics of feature model analysis operations using the standard, well-known Z formal specification language [Spivey, 1992; ISO, 2002]. FLAME is designed in two layers. The first one is the abstract foundation layer, which includes not only the definitions of necessary abstract concepts that can or must be redefined in the second layer, but also 18 notation-independent analysis operations. The second layer is the characteristic model layer, where the semantics of specific variability modeling notations are specified. In this article, the second layer is used to specify the semantics of an eclectic feature model dialect known as basic feature model [Benavides et al.,
FLAME encompasses not only a reusable formal specification of feature models analysis operations, but also a Prolog–based reference implementation. Traditionally, Prolog [Clocksin and Mellish, 2003] has been the choice for the animation of Z specifications [Hewitt et al., 1997; West and Eaglestone, 1992]. In the case of FLAME, the goal of the animation process was threefold. Firstly, to detect problems and inconsistencies in the Z specification by the manual execution of a small set of tests, which were very helpful during the discussions among the authors about the semantics of some operations. Secondly, to validate the specification by means of 18,000 test cases automatically generated using metamorphic testing techniques inspired by the previous work of some of the authors [Segura et al., 2011]. Thirdly, to provide a exhaustively–tested, high–level reference implementation for tool developers that is not designed for efficiency but to be easy to understand and to clarify the semantics of many analysis operations that had not been formally specified before. The adopted mixed approach—formal and test–based at the same time—has promoted the detection, discussion and correction of a number of misconceptions among the informal definitions, the Z specification, the corresponding Prolog animation, and third–party analysis tools, thus increasing the final quality of all of the components in FLAME.

The reminder of the article is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the necessary background on feature models for those readers not familiar with the topic; Section 3 describes the first, notation–independent layer of the FLAME framework, the abstract foundation layer; Section 4 describes a concrete application of the second layer of FLAME to a specific feature model notation, namely the basic feature model notation; Section 5 describes the test–based validation process of the framework and their results; Section 6 comments the related work and finally, Section 7 presents the conclusions and the future work. The reference implementation of FLAME is also included as an electronic appendix and can be downloaded from http://www.isa.us.es/flame.
Chapter 2

Feature models background

As mentioned in the previous section, feature models are widely used in the SPL community to describe the set of products in an SPL in terms of their features. In these models, features are hierarchically linked in a tree–like structure and are optionally connected by cross–tree constraints. An example on how feature models are usually depicted is shown in Figure 2.1, where the feature model describes an SPL for mobile phones taken from [Benavides et al., 2010].

![Figure 2.1: A sample feature model of an SPL for mobile phones](image)

Although there are many proposals on the type of relationships and their graphical representation in feature models (see the work by Schobbens et al. [2007] for a detailed survey), the most usual relationships are the following:

- **Mandatory**: a child feature has a mandatory relationship with its parent feature when it is required to appear in a given product whenever its parent feature appears in that product. In Figure 2.1, Calls has a mandatory relationship with Mobile phone (its parent feature), i.e. any product in the mobile phone SPL must have a feature to manage calls.

- **Optional**: a child feature has an optional relationship with its parent feature when it can appear or not in a given product whenever its parent feature appears in that product. In the example in Figure 2.1, GPS has an optional relationship with Mobile phone, i.e. the
GPS feature can be optionally chosen in the configuration of a product in the mobile phone SPL.

- **Or-relationship** (also known as *OneOrMore*): a set of child features have an *or-relationship* with their parent feature when one or more child features can be selected in a given product when the parent feature appears in that product. In Figure 2.1, Camera and MP3 has an or-relationship with Media, which means that whenever Media is selected, Camera, MP3 or both must be selected.

- **Alternative** (also known as *OnlyOne*): a set of child features have an *alternative* relationship with their parent feature when only one of them must be selected in a given product when their parent feature appears in that product. Features Basic, Colour and High resolution have an alternative relationship in Figure 2.1, where one and only one of them must be selected whenever Screen is present in a product.

- **Requires, Excludes**: a cross-tree relationship like A requires B means that in any product where feature A appears, feature B must also appear. On the other hand, a relationship like A excludes B means that both features cannot appear in the same product at the same time. In the example in Figure 2.1, Camera requires High resolution while GPS excludes Basic.
Chapter 3

Abstract foundation layer of the FLAME framework

The abstract foundation layer (AFL) is the basement where the FLAME framework relies on. In the AFL layer, some abstract concepts and most of the analysis operations described by Benavides et al. [2010] are formally defined. In the case of the analysis operations defined in the AFL, although they were originally defined over feature models, it has been possible to remove their dependencies from that specific SPL modeling notation and transform most of them into generic SPL analysis operations, i.e. they have been moved from the characteristic model layer (CML) into the AFL of FLAME.

As mentioned in Section 1, one of the objectives of the work presented in this article is not only the formal specification of the most used SPL analysis operations described by Benavides et al. [2010] per se, but also its automated validation by means of the application of the test suite described by Segura et al. [2011] to a reference implementation derived from the formal specification. For both purposes, the Z notation [Spivey, 1992; Woodcock and Davies, 1996] and the Prolog programming language [Clocksin and Mellish, 2003] have been chosen. On the one hand, the Z notation is one of the most used formal notations in software engineering and is based on first–order predicate logic and set theory, which makes the specification of SPL semantics quite straightforward. On the other hand, Prolog has a close relation to Z semantics, which makes it one of the most used programming languages for the so–called specification animation of Z specifications [Hewitt et al., 1997; West and Eaglestone, 1992].

In the rest of this section, all the concepts and operations related to SPL analysis from an abstract point of view are described threefold: (1) informally in natural language; (2) formally in Z; and (3) operationally in Prolog. For the formal specification, the name convention adopted is that operations related to features use the Greek letter phi (Φ), those related to products use the Greek letter pi (Π), and operations yielding numbers use calligraphic letters such as \( \mathcal{N} \). The Prolog code fragments are included in the descriptions in order to make the formal specification easier to understand for SPL tool developers and, in general, for readers not familiar with the Z notation.
3.1 SPL basic concepts

From a quite abstract point of view, an SPL can be considered as composed of two elements: (1) a nonempty set of features that can be combined to form products; and (2) a characteristic model which determines which of those combinations are valid products of the SPL. More formally, a product, considered as a finite nonempty set of features, is a valid product of an SPL if: (1) its set of features is a subset of the SPL feature set, i.e. it contains only known features; and (2) if it is an instance of the characteristic model of the SPL. Notice that in order to keep the AFL abstract and therefore reusable, nothing is said about the nature of either features or models, which are open for redefinition in the CML of FLAME when needed. For example, features could be redefined to include attributes whereas models must be redefined to describe the semantics of a concrete variability notation like feature models. A summary of the abstract concepts defined in the AFL, indicating whether they must be redefined in the CML or not, is shown in Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Redefinition in CML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPL</td>
<td>Type for SPLs</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature</td>
<td>Type for features</td>
<td>optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Type for characteristic models</td>
<td>mandatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≪ ≪</td>
<td>is–instance–of relation</td>
<td>mandatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Φ</td>
<td>features–in–a–model function</td>
<td>mandatory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Abstract concepts in the Abstract Foundation Layer of FLAME

3.1.1 SPL basic concepts in Z

To express the previously mentioned concepts in Z, the two abstract types Feature and Model—i.e. given sets in Z terminology, see [Spivey, 1992] for details—are defined. Then, the Product type is defined as a finite nonempty set of features.¹

```
[Feature] [Abstract type for features]
[Model]   [Abstract type for characteristic models]
Product == P_1 Feature [Product type]
```

Another useful concept for SPL automated analysis is the so–called configuration [Benavides et al., 2010]. A configuration, defined over a set of features of a given SPL, is a pair of disjoint subsets indicating the features to be selected and to be removed during SPL analysis. This can be defined in Z as follows:

¹In Z, P S denotes the powerset of the set S, containing all possible subsets of S, even the infinite ones. On the other hand, F S denotes the finite powerset of S, containing finite subsets only. If the emptyset is excluded, the notation becomes P_1 and F_1. Notice that if S is finite, P S and F S are the same.
3.1. SPL basic concepts

Configuration : \( \mathbb{F} \text{Feature} \times \mathbb{F} \text{Feature} \)  

selected, removed : Configuration \( \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \text{Feature} \)

\[ \forall c : \text{Configuration} \bullet \]
\[\text{selected} \ c = \text{first} \ c \land \]
\[\text{removed} \ c = \text{second} \ c \land \]
\[\text{selected} \ c \cap \text{removed} \ c = \emptyset \]

where \( \text{first} \) and \( \text{second} \) are generic functions defined in [Spivey, 1992] to respectively access the first and second elements of any pair of objects.

Once the Product and Model types are defined, the abstract is–an–instance–of relation between products and models (denoted as \( \prec \), a symbol borrowed from the Object–Z notation [King, 1990]) can also be defined as follows:

\[ \forall p : \text{Product}; m : \text{Model} \bullet \]
\[ p \prec m \iff [ p \text{ is an instance of } m ] \]
\[ [\text{concrete definition must be provided in the CML}] \]

An abstract function returning the set of features used in a given characteristic model needs also to be defined in order to specify the constraint that all the features in an SPL must be involved in its characteristic model and vice versa, i.e. that an SPL cannot contain unbound features and that a characteristic model must use all and only the features in its SPL. This abstract function (denoted as \( \Phi \)) is defined as follows:

\[ \Phi : \text{Model} \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \text{Feature} \]  
\[ [\text{Abstract features–in–a–model function}] \]
\[ [\text{concrete definition must be provided in the CML}] \]

Finally, using the previous definitions an abstract SPL can be formally defined as the following schema type in Z:

\[ \text{SPL} \]
\[ \text{model} : \text{Model} \]  
\[ \text{features} : \mathbb{F}_1 \text{Feature} \]  
\[ \Phi \text{ model} = \text{features} \]  
\[ [\text{model with known features only, no unbound features}] \]
\[ [\text{other constraints can be added in the CML}] \]

which is considered as abstract in order to be augmented with additional constraints on features or models when used in the characteristic model layer of FLAME.
3.1.2 SPL basic concepts in Prolog

Since most of the basic concepts and operations defined in the previous section are abstract, almost no Prolog code can be associated to the Z specification yet. Nevertheless, some of the followed conventions are:

- Z sets are represented as Prolog lists, something common in the animation of Z specifications in Prolog [Hewitt et al., 1997; West and Eaglestone, 1992]. A small toolkit for set operations was developed for that purpose. The interested reader can consult the electronic appendix.
- The SPL schema type is represented as the functor \( \text{spl}( F, M ) \), where \( F \) is the SPL feature set and \( M \) is the SPL characteristic model. Functors are the way of representing compound objects in Prolog, see [Clocksin and Mellish, 2003] for details.
- The Configuration type is represented as the functor \( \text{configuration}( S, R ) \), where \( S \) is the set of selected features and \( R \) is the set of removed features.
- The \( \prec \) relation (is--an--instance--of) is represented as the instance_of( \( P, M \) ) predicate, where \( P \) is a product and \( M \) is a characteristic model.
- The \( \Phi \) function is represented as the features( \( M, F \) ) predicate, where \( M \) is a characteristic model and \( F \) is the set of features used in the model.

3.2 SPL basic analysis operations

Once the main abstract concepts have been defined, a number of basic operations can be properly specified, following the naming conventions used by Benavides et al. [2010].

3.2.1 Validity of a product

As previously mentioned, a product is valid for an SPL (denoted as \( \prec \)) if it is configured using the features in the SPL and is an instance of its characteristic model. As commented by Benavides et al. [2010], this operation may be helpful for SPL engineers to determine whether a given product is available in an SPL [White et al., 2010]. This can be expressed in Z as the following relation:

\[
\forall p : \text{Product}; \ spl : \text{SPL} \bullet
p \prec spl \iff ( p \subseteq \text{spl.features} \land p \not\prec \text{spl.model} )
\]

and transformed into the following Prolog predicate, which needs a backtrackable\(^2\) version of the

\(^2\)A backtrackable predicate can succeed more than once, thus providing all their solutions. See [Clocksin and Mellish, 2003] for details.
3.2. SPL basic analysis operations

standard predicate `subset` in order to be used for computing the set of all valid products (see next subsection):

\[
\text{valid}( \mathbf{P}, \text{spl}( \mathbf{F}, \mathbf{M} ) ) ::-
\text{btrck_subset}( \mathbf{P}, \mathbf{F} ), \quad \% \text{backtrackable version of subset instance_of}( \mathbf{P}, \mathbf{M} ). \quad \% \text{abstract predicate}
\]

### 3.2.2 The set of all valid products

Using the validity relation (\(\prec\)), the set of all valid products of an SPL (denoted as \(\Pi\)), which may be helpful to identify new valid requirements combinations not considered in the initial scope of an SPL [Benavides et al., 2010], can be defined in Z as the following function:

\[
\Pi : \text{SPL} \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \text{Product} \quad \% \text{Valid products of an SPL}
\]

\[
\forall \mathbf{spl} : \text{SPL} \quad \Pi \mathbf{spl} = \{ \mathbf{p} : \mathbb{F} \mathbf{spl}.\text{features} \mid \mathbf{p} \prec \mathbf{spl} \}
\]

and in Prolog as follows, using the standard predicate `findall(X,P,L)` [Clocksin and Mellish, 2003], which returns a list \(L\) with all values for \(X\) that satisfy the predicate \(P\).

\[
\text{products}( \text{spl}( \mathbf{F}, \mathbf{M} ), \text{PRDS} ) ::-
\text{findall}( \mathbf{P}, \text{valid}( \mathbf{P}, \text{spl}( \mathbf{F}, \mathbf{M} ) ), \text{PRDS} ).
\]

### 3.2.3 The number of all valid products

Obviously, the number of valid products of an SPL (denoted as \(\mathcal{N}\)), which provides information about the flexibility and complexity of the SPL [Benavides et al., 2010], is the cardinality—denoted in Z as \(#S\)—of its aforementioned set of products, i.e.:

\[
\mathcal{N} : \text{SPL} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \quad \% \text{Number of valid products}
\]

\[
\forall \mathbf{spl} : \text{SPL} \quad \mathcal{N} \mathbf{spl} = \#\Pi \mathbf{spl}
\]

that can be easily transformed into the following Prolog predicate:

\[
\text{nop}( \text{spl}( \mathbf{F}, \mathbf{M} ), \text{NOP} ) ::-
\text{products}( \text{spl}( \mathbf{F}, \mathbf{M} ), \text{PRDS} ),
\text{length}( \text{PRDS}, \text{NOP} ).
\]
### 3.2.4 Void SPL

An SPL is considered to be *void* if there not exists any valid product for it. The automation of this operation is especially helpful when debugging large-scale feature models in which the manual detection of errors is recognized to be an error-prone and time-consuming task [Benavides et al., 2010]. This can be expressed in Z by means of the following predicate:

\[
\text{void} : \mathbb{P} \text{SPL} \\
\forall \text{spl} : \text{SPL} \mapsto \text{void spl } \iff \prod \text{spl} = \emptyset
\]

and in Prolog as the following predicate:

\[
\text{void( spl( F, M ) ) :- products( spl( F, M ), [] ).}
\]

### 3.2.5 Full and partial configurations

As commented by Benavides et al. [2010], a product can always be transformed into a *full* configuration where the *selected* features are the product features and the *removed* features are the features not present in the product. More specifically, a configuration is said to be *full* or *partial* with respect to a given SPL if it uses all the features in the SPL or not, i.e.:

\[
\forall c : \text{Configuration} \times \text{SPL} \\
\text{full}( c, \text{spl} ) \iff (\text{selected } c \cup \text{removed } c) = \text{spl.features} \land \\
\text{partial}( c, \text{spl} ) \iff (\text{selected } c \cup \text{removed } c) \subset \text{spl.features}
\]

These relations can be transformed into the following Prolog predicates:

\[
\text{full( configuration( S, R ), spl( F, M ) ) :- union( S, R, U ), equal_set( U, F ).}
\]

\[
\text{partial( configuration( S, R ), spl( F, M ) ) :- union( S, R, U ), proper_subset( U, F ).}
\]

### 3.2.6 Validity of a configuration

As pointed out by Benavides et al. [2010], this operation is useful to provide the user with feedback on the progress of a product configuration, i.e. an analysis tool implementing this operation could
inform the user as soon as a configuration becomes invalid, thus saving time and effort. Similarly to product validity for an SPL, a product is said to be valid with respect to a given configuration if all the selected features of the configuration are present in the product but none of the removed ones are. This can be specified in Z as follows:

\[
\forall p : \text{Product}; c : \text{Configuration} \quad p \triangleleft c \iff ( \text{selected } c \subseteq p \land \text{removed } c \cap p = \emptyset )
\]

On the other hand, a configuration is considered as valid with respect to a given SPL if it is defined using known features and there exists at least one valid product in the SPL which is also valid for the given configuration. This validity concept can be specified as the following predicate in Z:

\[
\forall c : \text{Configuration}; \ spl : \text{SPL} \quad c \triangleleft_c \ spl \iff ( \text{selected } c \cup \text{removed } c ) \subseteq \text{spl.features} \land \exists p : \prod\ spl \bullet p \triangleleft c
\]

and transformed into the following Prolog predicates:

\[
\text{valid_p_c}( P, \text{configuration}( S, R ) ) :\leftarrow \\
\text{subset}( S, P ), \\
\text{intersection}( R, P, \emptyset ).
\]

\[
\text{valid_c}( \text{configuration}( S, R ), \ spl( F, M ) ) :\leftarrow \\
\text{union}( S, R, U ), \\
\text{subset}( U, F ), \\
\text{products}( \ spl( F, M ), \ PRDS ), \\
\text{member}( P, \ PRDS ), \\
\text{valid_p_c}( P, \text{configuration}( S, R ) ).
\]

### 3.2.7 SPL filtering

A filtering or product selection of an SPL over a given configuration is the set of products of the SPL which are valid for the given configuration. As commented by Benavides et al. [2010], this operation may be helpful to assist users to select a desired product according to their key requirements. The specification of this operation in Z is as follows:

\[
\Pi_{\sigma} : \text{SPL} \times \text{Configuration} \to \mathbb{P} \text{Product} \\
\forall \ spl : \text{SPL}; c : \text{Configuration} \bullet \\
\Pi_{\sigma}( \ spl, c ) = \{ p : \Pi\ spl \mid p \triangleleft c \}
\]
It's corresponding Prolog predicate is the following, which requires the auxiliary predicate \texttt{filtered} in order to be used as the second argument of the \texttt{findall} predicate, in a similar way to the code in Section 3.2.2:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{filter}( \texttt{spl}(F, M), \texttt{configuration}(S, R), \text{RESULT} ) & : - \\
\text{products}( \texttt{spl}(F, M), \text{PRDS} ), \\
\text{findall}( P, \texttt{filtered}( P, \texttt{configuration}(S, R), \text{PRDS} ), \text{RESULT} ).
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{filtered}( P, \texttt{configuration}(S, R), \text{PRDS} ) & : - \\
\text{member}( P, \text{PRDS} ), \\
\text{valid_p_c}( P, \texttt{configuration}(S, R) ).
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.3 SPL relations

As most software engineering products, SPLs usually experiment evolving changes during their development. In [Benavides et al., 2010], a number of relations between evolving SPLs are described that can help SPL engineers during the SPL development process.

#### 3.3.1 SPL equivalence (refactoring)

An SPL is considered as a \textit{refactoring} of another SPL if they both represent the same set of valid products, although their sets of features and characteristic models respectively do not have to be the same. In this case, they are also said to be \textit{equivalent}. This can be expressed in Z as the following relation:

\[
\forall \texttt{spl}_1, \texttt{spl}_2 : \textit{SPL} \bullet \\
\texttt{spl}_1 \equiv \texttt{spl}_2 \iff \Pi \texttt{spl}_1 = \Pi \texttt{spl}_2
\]

that can be directly translated into the following Prolog predicate:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{equivalent}( \texttt{spl}(F1, M1), \texttt{spl}(F2, M2) ) & :- \\
\text{products}( \texttt{spl}(F1, M1), \text{PRDS1} ), \\
\text{products}( \texttt{spl}(F2, M2), \text{PRDS2} ), \\
\text{equal_set}( \text{PRDS1}, \text{PRDS2} ).
\end{align*}
\]

#### 3.3.2 SPL generalization/specialization

An SPL is considered as a \textit{generalization} of another SPL if its set of valid products is a superset of the products of the latter SPL. Inversely, an SPL is considered as a \textit{specialization} of another SPL.
if its set of valid products is a subset of the latter SPL. Both relations can be expressed in Z as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\subseteq &: SPL \leftrightarrow SPL \\
\supseteq &: SPL \leftrightarrow SPL
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\forall spl_1, spl_2 : SPL \bullet
\begin{align*}
(spl_1 \subseteq spl_2 & \iff \Pi spl_1 \subset \Pi spl_2) \land \\
(spl_2 \supseteq spl_1 & \iff spl_1 \subseteq spl_2)
\end{align*}
\]

[SPL specialization]

[SPL generalization]

[inverse relations]

The corresponding Prolog predicates are the following:

```prolog
specialization( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) :-
    products( spl( F1, M1 ), PRDS1 ),
    products( spl( F2, M2 ), PRDS2 ),
    proper_subset( PRDS1, PRDS2 ).

generalization( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) :-
    specialization( spl( F2, M2 ), spl( F1, M1 ) ).
```

### 3.3.3 SPL arbitrary edit

The last SPL evolving relation is the so–called arbitrary edit, which is the kind of relation between two SPL when they are neither equivalent nor a generalization or specialization of each other (see [Thüm et al., 2009] for details). This can be expressed in Z as the following relation:

\[
\langle\langle\rangle\rangle : SPL \leftrightarrow SPL
\]

\[
\forall spl_1, spl_2 : SPL \bullet
\begin{align*}
spl_1 \langle\langle\rangle\rangle spl_2 & \iff \\
\neg (spl_1 \equiv spl_2) \land \\
\neg (spl_1 \subseteq spl_2) \land \\
\neg (spl_1 \supseteq spl_2)
\end{align*}
\]

[SPL arbitrary edit]

[not refactoring]

[not specialization]

[not generalization]

that can be directly translated into the following Prolog predicate:

```prolog
arbitrary_edit( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) :-
    not( equivalent( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) ),
    not( specialization( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) ),
    not( generalization( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) ).
```
3.4 SPL feature–related operations

The following operations provide the SPL engineer with relevant information about the presence or absence of the features of a given SPL in its set of valid products that can lead to changes in the corresponding characteristic model.

3.4.1 Core features

The core features of an SPL (denoted as $\Phi_C$) are those features that appear in all products of the SPL. As commented by Benavides et al. [2010], this operation is useful to determine which features should be developed in first place or to decide which features should be part of the core architecture of the SPL. This concept can be easily expressed in Z by means of the distributed intersection $\cap$ (denoted as $\cap$) operator over the set of products:

$$
\Phi_C : SPL \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \text{Feature}
$$

$$
\forall spl : SPL \bullet \Phi_C spl = \cap \Pi spl
$$

which is directly translated into the following Prolog predicate in which the version of the intersection predicate accepts also a set of sets (i.e. a list of lists) as its first argument:

```prolog
core_features(spl(F, M), C) :-
products(spl(F, M), PRDS),
intersection(PRDS, C).
```

3.4.2 Dead features

On the other hand, features that do not appear in any product of their SPL are said to be dead features, which are undesired inconsistencies whose detection is essential in SPL engineering. This can be expressed in Z by means of the set difference between the SPL features and the distributed union $\cup$ (denoted as $\cup$) over the set of products, i.e. all the features appearing in at least one valid product.

$$
\Phi_D : SPL \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \text{Feature}
$$

$$
\forall spl : SPL \bullet \Phi_D spl = \text{spl.features} \setminus \cup \Pi spl
$$

Again, its transformation into Prolog is straightforward:

---

---

3 The distributed intersection (also known as generalized intersection) over A, being A a set of sets, is the set consisting of all objects belonging to every set in A.

4 The distributed union (also known as generalized union) over A, being A a set of sets, is the set consisting of all objects belonging to any set in A.
dead_features( spl( F, M ), D ) :- 
products( spl( F, M ), PRDS ),
union( PRDS, U ),
subtract( F, U, D ).

3.4.3 Variant features

The variant features of an SPL are those features that appear only in some products of the SPL, i.e. the features that are not part of the core features and are not dead features either, something that can be easily expressed in Z by means of the set difference between the SPL features and its core and dead features:

\[
\Phi_V : SPL \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \text{Feature} \\
\forall spl : SPL \bullet \\
\Phi_V spl = spl.features \setminus \Phi_C spl \setminus \Phi_D spl
\]

In a similar way to the two previous operations, the corresponding Prolog code is the following:

variant_features( spl( F, M ), V ) :-
core_features( spl( F, M ), C ),
dead_features( spl( F, M ), D ),
subtract( F, C, VAUX ),
subtract( VAUX, D, V ).

Notice that, as a result of the work described in this article, the definition of this operation differs from the presented in [Benavides et al., 2010]. See Section 5.3.1 for details.

3.4.4 Unique features

Those features that appear in only one valid product are said to be unique, and are used to measure the homogeneity of an SPL (see section 3.5.3). This operation can be specified in Z using the unique quantifier:

\[
\Phi_U : SPL \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \text{Feature} \\
\forall spl : SPL \bullet \\
\Phi_U spl = \{ f : spl.features \mid \exists_1 p : \Pi spl \bullet f \in p \}
\]

and transformed in the following Prolog code, in which two auxiliary predicates, unique and contains, have been introduced in order to use the standard findall predicate:
unique_features( spl( F, M ), RESULT ) :-
products( spl( F, M ), PRDS ),
findall( Fi, unique( Fi, F, PRDS ), RESULT ).

unique( Fi, F, PRDS ) :-
member( Fi, F ),
findall( P, contains( P, Fi, PRDS ), RESULT ),
length( RESULT, 1 ).

contains( P, F, PRDS ) :-
member( P, PRDS ),
member( F, P ).

3.4.5 Atomic sets of features

First mentioned in [Zhang et al., 2004a] but not formalized yet, the concept of the atomic sets of features of an SPL is relevant as an efficient preprocessing technique for SPL automated analysis [Benavides et al., 2010; Segura, 2008]. Informally, an atomic set is a group of features that can be treated as a unit because they are tightly coupled and always appear together in the SPL products. Atomic sets can be used to create a reduced version of the SPL characteristic model simply by replacing groups of features with the atomic set containing them [Benavides et al., 2010], thus increasing the efficiency of other SPL analysis operations.

From a formal point of view, atomic sets are nonempty subsets of features such that for every product in an SPL, all their features appear together in the product or none of them appear at all, i.e. they are a subset or disjoint with respect to every product. There are many atomic sets for a given SPL, but the interesting ones are the maximal subsets which are not contained in any other atomic set and in which the features are grouped in the biggest groups.

In order the make the formal specification of the atomic sets easier to understand, the set of all potential atomic sets (denoted as $\Phi^0_A$) is defined first. This set contains all feature subsets with subset–or–disjoint semantics, including all subsets with only one feature as its only member:

$$
\Phi^0_A : SPL \rightarrow \mathcal{F}_1 \ \text{Feature} \\
\forall spl : SPL \bullet \\
\Phi^0_A spl = \{ a_0 : \mathcal{F}_1 \ spl.\features \ | \ \forall p : \Pi spl \bullet a_0 \subseteq p \ \vee \ a_0 \cap p = \emptyset \}
$$

The corresponding Prolog code is the following, in which two auxiliary predicates potential_atomic_set and subset_or_disjoint have been introduced to make possible the use of the standard predicates findall and forall:

potential_atomic_sets( spl( F, M ), POTATOMS ) :-
products( spl( F, M ), PRDS ),
findall( A0, potential_atomic_set( A0, F, PRDS ), POTATOMS ).
potential_atomic_set( A0, F, PRDS ) :-
btrck_subset( A0, F ), % backtrackable version of subset
A0 \= [], % atomic sets are nonempty
forall( member( P, PRDS ), subset_or_disjoint( A0, P ) ).

subset_or_disjoint( A, P ) :-
subset( A, P ) ;
intersection( A, P, [] ).

Once $\Phi_0^A$ is defined, the maximal set of atomic sets (denoted as $\Phi_A$) are those atomic sets which are not included in any other atomic set. Although the Z notation does not include a \textit{maximal} function, it can be easily defined as a generic relation as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
[X] \\
\text{maximal} : P X & \leftrightarrow \neg \neg P X \\
\forall S_i : P X ; S : \neg \neg P X . & \\
\text{maximal}( S_i, S ) & \leftrightarrow \neg \exists S_j : S \cdot S_i \subset S_j
\end{align*}
\]

and as the following Prolog predicate, where the existential quantifier has been transformed into the universal quantifier using the \texttt{forall} predicate and the logical equivalence $\exists x \cdot P(x) \equiv \forall x \cdot \neg P(x)$:

\[
\text{maximal}( S_i, S ) :-
\text{member}( S_i, S ),
\text{forall}( \text{member}( S_j, S ), \text{not}( \text{proper_subset}( S_i, S_j ) ) ).
\]

Now, having defined the \textit{maximal} relation, $\Phi_A$ can be specified as those potential atomic sets that are \textit{maximal}, i.e.:

\[
\Phi_A : SPL \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_1 \text{ Feature} \\
\forall spl : SPL . \\
\Phi_A spl = \{ a : \Phi_0^A spl \mid \text{maximal}( a, \Phi_0^A spl ) \}
\]

that can be easily transformed into the following Prolog code:

\[
\text{atomic_sets}( spl( F, M ), ATOMS ) :-
\text{potential_atomic_sets}( spl( F, M ), POTATOMS ),
\text{findall}( A, \text{maximal}( A, POTATOMS ), ATOMS ).
\]

Notice that the definition of this operation differs significatively from previous informal definitions provided by [Benavides et al., 2010], [Segura, 2008] and [Zhang et al., 2004b], which are feature–model dependent whereas the one provided in this article is much more abstract and independent from the notation used for the characteristic model of an SPL. More details are provided in Section 5.3.3.
3.5 SPL numerical indicators

Apart from the number of products ($\mathcal{N}$), defined in Section 3.2.3, other SPL numerical indicators which are not dependent on any modeling notation are defined in this section. As a result of the test–based validation of the FLAME framework, the definition of some indicators are enhanced with respect to the presented in [Benavides et al., 2010] in order correct some mistakes and to avoid division by zero in some quotients. See Section 5.3.2 for details.

3.5.1 Commonality factor of a configuration

The commonality factor of a configuration in an SPL (denoted as $C$) is the percentage of products of the SPL including the given configuration (0 if the SPL is void). Like the previously specified core features (see Section 3.4.1), this operation may be used to prioritize the development order of the features or to decide which features should be part of the core architecture of the SPL [Benavides et al., 2010]. Its specification in Z is as follows:

$$
C : SPL \times Configuration \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \quad \text{[commonality factor } C \in 0..1]\]

\[
\forall spl : SPL ; c : Configuration \bullet
\quad \text{void } spl \Rightarrow C(spl, c) = 0
\]

\[
\forall spl : SPL ; c : Configuration \bullet
\quad \neg \text{void } spl \Rightarrow C(spl, c) = \frac{\#\Pi_\sigma(spl, c)}{\mathcal{N} \setminus spl}
\]

and its operationalization in Prolog as follows:

```prolog
commonality( spl( F, M ), configuration( _, _ ), 0 ) :-
void( spl( F, M ) ).

commonality( spl( F, M ), configuration( S, R ), C ) :-
filter( spl( F, M ), configuration( S, R ), FILTERED ),
nop( spl( F, M ), NOP ),
length( FILTERED, NOFP ),
C is NOFP / NOP.
```

3.5.2 SPL variability

The variability of an SPL is defined in [Benavides et al., 2010] as the ratio between the number of its valid products and the number of the potential products it could have, i.e. $2^n - 1$ where $n$ is the number of features under consideration—one is subtracted from $2^n$ because the empty product is not considered as a valid product. If all the SPL features are considered, the variability is referred to as total variability ($V$) whereas if only variant features (see Section 3.4.3) are considered, it is referred to as partial variability ($V_p$), which is 0 in case the SPL has not variant features. Their Z specifications are the following:
3.5. SPL numerical indicators

\[ V : SPL \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \]  
\[ \forall spl : SPL \bullet \]  
\[ V spl = N spl / (2^{#spl\text{features}} - 1) \]

\[ V_\rho : SPL \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \]  
\[ \forall spl : SPL \bullet \]  
\[ \Phi V spl = \emptyset \Rightarrow V_\rho spl = 0 \land \Phi V spl \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow V_\rho spl = N spl / (2^{#(\Phi V spl)} - 1) \]

and their corresponding transformations into Prolog are the following:

\begin{verbatim}
variability( spl( F, M ), V ) :-
    nop( spl( F, M ), N ),
    length( F, NOF ),
    V is N / (2**NOF - 1).

partial_variability( spl( F, M ), 0 ) :-
    variant_features( spl( F, M ), [] ).

partial_variability( spl( F, M ), PV ) :-
    nop( spl( F, M ), N ),
    variant_features( spl( F, M ), VF ),
    length( VF, NOVF ),
    PV is N / (2**NOVF - 1).
\end{verbatim}

3.5.3 SPL homogeneity

According to Fernández-Amorós et al. [2009] (but not to Benavides et al. [2010], see Section 5.3.2 for details), the homogeneity of an SPL is related to the number of their unique features (see Section 3.4.4). The more unique features an SPL has, the less homogeneous the SPL is. Formally, the homogeneity of an SPL is a percentage defined as one minus the ratio between the number of unique features and the number of features, i.e. an SPL without unique features would have an homogeneity of 100% whereas another one with a 25% of unique features would have an homogeneity of 75%. This can be expressed in Z as follows:

\[ H : SPL \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \]  
\[ \forall spl : SPL \bullet \]  
\[ H spl = 1 - \frac{\#(\Phi V spl)}{\#spl\text{features}} \]

and directly transformed into Prolog as follows:
homogeneity( spl( F, M ), H ) :-
  unique_features( spl( F, M ), UF ),
  length( UF, NOUF ),
  length( F, NOF ),
  H is 1 - ( NOUF / NOF ).
Chapter 4

Characteristic model layer of the FLAME framework

The characteristic model layer (CML) is the layer of FLAME where the specifics aspects of different SPL modeling notations are taken into consideration. As mentioned in Section 3.1, at least the abstract type Model and the abstract operations \( \Phi \) (features–in–a–model) and \( \prec \) (is–an–instance–of) have to be specified in order to formalize an SPL modeling notation.

Among the different SPL modeling notations, the basic feature model (BFM) as described by Benavides et al. [2010] has been chosen for its formalization in this article for being one of the most widely used in the SPL community. According to this decision, the abstract syntax of BFM and the abstract operations declared in the AFL are specified in the rest of this section. Since the corresponding Prolog code is significantly longer than in the AFL operations, it has been omitted in this section, but the interested reader can consult the electronic appendix or download it from http://www.isa.us.es/flame.

4.1 BFM as a characteristic model

Following Benavides et al. [2010], a BFM is a characteristic model in which features are organized hierarchically using mandatory, optional, only–one or one–or–more relationships. A BFM can also include the so–called cross–tree–constraints (CTC), which can express (1) that a feature requires the presence of another feature; or (2) that a feature excludes another feature, i.e. that they are incompatible and therefore cannot appear together in a product. In Section 2, Figure 2.1 shows a sample BFM for an SPL for mobile phones.

4.1.1 BFM metamodel

The first task to formalize a modeling notation in FLAME is to specify the abstract type Model, which usually represents the metamodel of the modeling notation. For that purpose, the metamodel
in figure 4.1 was first developed in UML, then formalized in Z by means of the so-called free types [Spivey, 1992], which are usually used to specify abstract syntaxes, and finally translated into Prolog functors.

Following this approach, the main symbol in the abstract syntax of BFM models is used to redefine the abstract type Model as a pair formed by a tree feature, i.e. the root feature, and a finite set of cross–tree–constraints:

\[
\text{Model ::= BFM } \langle TreeFeature \times \mathbb{F} \text{CTC} \rangle
\]

Then, tree features are defined as leaf features (\(\text{feature}_\lambda\)) or as compound features (\(\text{feature}_\kappa\)), which in turn have a nonempty set of mandatory, optional, one–or–more or only–one relationships:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{TreeFeature ::=} & \quad \text{feature}_\kappa \langle Feature \times \mathbb{F} \text{Relationship} \rangle \\
 & \hspace{0.5cm} \quad \text{feature}_\lambda \langle Feature \rangle \\
\text{Relationship ::=} & \quad \text{mandatory} \langle TreeFeature \rangle \\
 & \hspace{0.5cm} \quad \text{optional} \langle TreeFeature \rangle \\
 & \hspace{1cm} \quad \text{one\_or\_more} \langle \mathbb{F}_2 \text{TreeFeature} \rangle \\
 & \hspace{2cm} \quad \text{only\_one} \langle \mathbb{F}_2 \text{TreeFeature} \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

Notice that the one–or–more and only–one relationships are compound of a finite set of at least two tree features. In this case, \(\mathbb{F}_2\) is generically defined as \(\mathbb{F}_2 X \equiv \{ S : \mathbb{F} X \mid \# S \geq 2 \}\), i.e. the type of finite sets with at least two elements.

The other element apart from feature trees in BFMs are the cross–tree–constraints, which are simply defined as the CTC type formed by pairs of features which require or exclude each other:¹

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CTC ::=} & \quad \text{requires} \langle Feature \times Feature \rangle \\
 & \hspace{0.5cm} \quad \text{excludes} \langle Feature \times Feature \rangle
\end{align*}
\]

As an example of use, the BFM in figure 2.1 can be represented in the previously defined abstract syntax as follows:

¹Other approaches propose the use of propositional logic, e.g. well–formed–formulas, for CTCs. See for example [Batory, 2005] or [Benavides, 2007], where a very preliminary version of this work includes them.
4.1. BFM as a characteristic model

Figure 4.1: BFM metamodel
and as Prolog functors as follows:

```prolog
bfm(
  k_feature( mobile_phone, [ 
    mandatory( l_feature( calls ) ),
    optional( l_feature( gps ) ),
    mandatory( k_feature( screen, [ 
      only_one( [ l_feature( basic ),
        l_feature( colour ),
        l_feature( high_resolution )
      ] )
    )
  )
] ),
  optional( k_feature( media, [ 
    one_or_more( [ l_feature( camera ),
      l_feature( mp3 )
    ]
  )
] )
] ),
[ 
  excludes( gps, basic ),
  requires( camera, high_resolution ),
] )
)
4.1.2 Helper functions for BFM specification

In order to make the specification easier to read, some helper functions can be defined over the previously defined BFM abstract syntax. The first ones are simply a pair of functions used to extract the feature tree, i.e. the root feature, and the set of CTCs from a given BFM:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{tree} & : \text{Model} \rightarrow \text{TreeFeature} \\
\text{ctc} & : \text{Model} \rightarrow \mathbb{F} \text{CTC}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\forall t : \text{TreeFeature}; c : \mathbb{F} \text{CTC}; m : \text{Model} \bullet \\
\text{tree BFM}(t, c) = t \land \\
\text{ctc BFM}(t, c) = c
\]

Another helper function is the \text{children} function, which returns the set of children \text{TreeFeature}s in a relationship. Its specification in Z is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{children} & : \text{Relationship} \rightarrow \mathbb{F}_1 \text{TreeFeature} \\
\forall t_i : \text{TreeFeature}; t : \mathbb{F}_2 \text{TreeFeature} \bullet \\
\text{children mandatory}(t_i) & = \text{children optional}(t_i) = \{ t_i \} \land \\
\text{children one_or_more}(t) & = \text{children only_one}(t) = t
\end{align*}
\]

The last helper functions are \( \mathcal{F}_T \) and \( \mathcal{F}_R \), which return the number of times a given feature appears in a \text{TreeFeature} and in a \text{Relationship}. Its specification in \( \mathbb{Z}^2 \) is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{F}_T &: \text{Feature} \times \text{TreeFeature} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \quad \text{[number of times a feature appears in a tree]} \\
\mathcal{F}_R &: \text{Feature} \times \text{Relationship} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \quad \text{[number of times a feature appears in a relationship]}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall f_1, f_2 : \text{Feature}; r : \mathbb{F} \text{Relationship} \bullet \\
&f_1 = f_2 \Rightarrow \mathcal{F}_T(f_1, \text{feature}(f_2)) = 1 \land \\
&\mathcal{F}_R(f_1, \text{feature}(f_2, r)) = 1 + \sum_{r_i \in r} \mathcal{F}_R(f_1, r_i) \\
\forall f_1, f_2 : \text{Feature}; r : \mathbb{F} \text{Relationship} \bullet \\
&f_1 \neq f_2 \Rightarrow \mathcal{F}_T(f_1, \text{feature}(f_2)) = 0 \land \\
&\mathcal{F}_R(f_1, \text{feature}(f_2, r)) = \sum_{r_i \in r} \mathcal{F}_R(f_1, r_i) \\
\forall f : \text{Feature}; r : \text{Relationship} \bullet \\
\mathcal{F}_R(f, r) & = \sum_{t_i \in \text{children } r} \mathcal{F}_T(f, t_i)
\end{align*}
\]

\(^2\)The use of the summation symbol (\( \sum \)) over the elements of a set is not explicitly defined in Z. Since its alternatives are complex, we have decided to use it for the sake of clarity.
4.2 Redefining the SPL type

As commented at the end of section 3.1.1, the abstract SPL schema type can be augmented with additional constraints related to the nature of features or models. In the case of BFM, its feature models are structurally trees, which implies that a feature cannot appear more than once in a model. Using the previously defined $F_\tau$ function, this constraint can be added to the original SPL schema type resulting in the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPL model</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>features</td>
<td>$\mathbb{F}_1$ Feature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\Phi_{model} = features$

$\forall f : features \bullet$

$F_\tau(f, \text{tree model}) = 1$  

[All features appear only once]

4.3 Redefining the features–in–a–model function

Having redefined the Model and the SPL types for using BFM, the $\Phi$ function must also be redefined in order to make concrete the abstract definitions in the AFL. The first step is to specify that the features used in a BFM are the features used either in their tree feature model or in their CTCs, i.e.:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Phi : Model \rightarrow \mathbb{F} Feature$</th>
<th>[Redefinition of $\Phi$ for BFM]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\forall m : Model \bullet$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi m = \Phi_\tau \text{tree m} \cup \bigcup { ctc_i : ctc m \bullet \Phi_\chi ctc_i }$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second step is to specify the $\Phi$ functions for determining the features in a BFM tree (denoted as $\Phi_\tau$) and in a Relationship (denoted as $\Phi_R$). The Z specification of both functions is the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Phi_\tau : \text{TreeFeature} \rightarrow \mathbb{F} Feature$</th>
<th>[Features in a BFM tree]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\forall f : \text{Feature}; r_i : \text{Relationship}; r : \mathbb{F} Relationship \bullet$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi_\tau \text{feature}_\chi(f) = { f }$ &amp;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi_\tau \text{feature}_\kappa(f, r) = { f } \cup \bigcup { r_i : r \bullet \Phi_R r_i }$ &amp;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Phi_R r_i = \bigcup { t_i : \text{children} r_i \bullet \Phi_\tau t_i }$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, the specification of the function returning the features in a CTC (denoted as $\Phi_\chi$) is the following:
4.4 Redefining the is–instance–of relation

The redefinition of the \( \prec \) relation is structurally very similar to the redefinition of the \( \Phi \) function described in the previous section. In this case, the first step is to specify whether a product is an instance of an SPL using a BFM as its characteristic model. Basically, a product is an instance of such an SPL if it is an instance of its feature tree and of all their CTCs, i.e.

\[
\forall f_1, f_2 : \text{Feature} \quad \Phi_{\chi} \text{ requires}(f_1, f_2) = \Phi_{\chi} \text{ excludes}(f_1, f_2) = \{ f_1 \} \cup \{ f_2 \}
\]

The second step is the specification of the \( \prec \) relation for BFM trees (denoted as \( \prec_{\tau} \)) and for its relationships (denoted as \( \prec_R \)). In the former relation, a product is an instance of a leaf feature if it includes the leaf feature, whereas is an instance of a compound feature if it includes the parent feature and is an instance of all its children relationships, i.e.:

\[
\forall p : \text{Product}; f : \text{Feature}; r : \mathbb{F} \text{Relationship} \quad p \prec_{\tau} \text{ feature}_{\chi}(f) \iff f \in p \land \\
p \prec_{\tau} \text{ feature}_{\nu}(f, r) \iff (f \in p \land \forall r_i : r \cdot p \prec_{\chi} r_i) \land
\]

With respect to relationships, four cases have to be considered. In the case of mandatory subtrees, a product is an instance if is an instance of the corresponding subtree; in the case of optional subtrees, a product is an instance if is an instance of the subtree or the set of features of the product and of the subtree are disjoint; in the case of one_or_more and only_one subtrees, all their branches are considered as optional, except that the product must be an instance of at least, one of them (and only one in the only_one case).
Finally, the \( \prec \) predicate corresponding to CTCs (denoted as \( \prec \)) is the following, where the usual semantics of logic implication and mutual exclusion are specified:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall p : \text{Product}; f_1, f_2 : \text{Feature} \cdot \\
& \quad p \prec \chi \text{ requires}(f_1, f_2) \iff (f_1 \not\in p \lor f_2 \in p) \land \\
& \quad p \prec \chi \text{ excludes}(f_1, f_2) \iff (f_1 \not\in p \lor f_2 \not\in p)
\end{align*}
\]

Once the abstract type Model and the operations \( \Phi \) (features–in–a–model) and \( \prec \) (is–an–instance–of) have been made concrete for the BFM notation in the CML of FLAME, all the analysis operations defined in the AFL (see Section 3) can be used without modification. Apart of this high level of reuse, BFM–specific operations like those commented in [Benavides et al., 2010] can also be defined in the CML of FLAME.
Chapter 5

Test–based validation of the FLAME framework

In order to validate the FLAME framework, its reference implementation, i.e. the Prolog animation of the formal specification, was tested using a fully automated approach following the IX commandment of formal methods proposed by Bowen and Hinchey [2012], which stresses the importance of testing when using formal methods. The goal of the test–based validation was twofold: (1) detecting faults in the reference implementation i.e., mismatches between the formal specification and its animation; and (2) detecting flaws in the Z specification, i.e. mismatches between what was intended to be specified and the actual specification. In the following sections the testing framework used, the validation setup and the main results obtained during the validation of the FLAME framework are presented.

5.1 The BeTTy framework

The test–based validation of the FLAME framework was performed using the automated approach presented by some of the authors in [Segura et al., 2011] and integrated into the open–source Java framework BeTTy [Segura et al., 2012], which enables the automated generation of test cases for the automated analysis of feature models.

In BeTTy, a test case is composed of a set of inputs (a feature model and some other optional parameters) and an expected output of the analysis operation under test. The key idea behind BeTTy is that the result of most analysis operations on feature models can be derived by inspecting their set of valid products adequately. Figure 5.1 depicts an example of how BeTTy works. The process starts with a trivial input feature model and its set of valid products. The model is then extended progressively by adding random feature relationships and cross–tree–constraints. The set of products is also updated at each step by using the so–called metamorphic relationships [Segura et al., 2011], i.e. the relationships between incremental changes in a feature model and their effects on the corresponding set of valid products. In Figure 5.1, the new feature relationships and cross–tree–constraints are depicted in gray, whereas the changes in the set of valid products caused by
their addition are depicted in bold face.

![Feature Model Diagram](image)

Figure 5.1: An example of random feature model generation using metamorphic relationships

Once a feature model with the desired properties is created, it is used as nontrivial input for the tests and its set of products is automatically inspected to compute the expected output of the analysis operations under tests. As an example, consider the model and set of products generated in Figure 5.1. The expected output of most of the analysis operations over the model can be obtained by simply answering simple questions such as:

- **Is the model void?** No, the set of products is not empty.
- **Is \( P = \{A, C, F\} \) a valid product?** Yes. It is included in the set of products.
- **How many different products represent the model?** There are 4 valid products.
- **What is the variability of the model?** There are 4 valid products and 7 features, so the variability is \( \frac{4}{2^7 - 1} = 0.031 = 3.1\% \)
- **What is the commonality of feature \( B \)?** Feature \( B \) is included in 3 out of the 4 products of the set. Therefore its commonality is 75%
- **Does the model contain any dead features?** Yes. Feature \( G \) is dead since it is not included in any of the products represented by the model.

The BeTTTy framework has not only proved to be effective in detecting faults in actual tools for the automated analysis of feature models such as the FaMa framework [ISA Research Group, 2012] and SPLOT [Mendonca et al., 2009], but it has also shown to be much more effective than manually–designed test cases for the analysis of feature models, as described in [Segura et al., 2011].
5.2 Test–based validation setup

The formal specification and the reference implementation were developed in parallel, so it was possible to manually develop and run small tests as long as the analysis operations were specified and animated in Prolog. Although these tests were not developed systematically, they were quite useful for illustrating discussions among the authors and for detecting some problems related with numerical indicators (see Section 5.3.2). Once the reference implementation was finished, the systematic test–based validation was performed in a three–step process, each of which is described below.

5.2.1 Test cases generation

For each analysis operation, 1,000 test cases were automatically generated using BeTTy. Each test case was composed of a random input feature model and an expected output. In the case of operations receiving other inputs apart from a feature model (e.g. valid product, which takes a product to be checked), these inputs were generated using a partition equivalence strategy [Beizer, 1990; Myers and Sandler, 2004], e.g. generating valid and non–valid products with equal probability.

For efficiency, feature models were generated with 10 features and 0–30% of cross–tree constraints with respect to the number of features. Previous works in testing by Segura et al. [2011] have shown that feature models with 10 features are complex enough to reveal faults effectively.

5.2.2 Tests execution in Prolog

Once the test cases for each operation were generated, they were translated into Prolog and integrated with the unit test framework developed by Wielemaker [2012]. An example of such integration for the number of valid products operation is shown in Figure 5.2.

Once prepared, the tests were executed against the reference implementation and the results were checked. Whenever a fault was detected, the reference implementation and/or the formal specification were fixed and the tests were executed again. This process was repeated until obtaining a 100% of successful tests for all the analysis operations.

5.2.3 Tests execution in FaMa

Finally, all the generated test cases were executed against the FaMa framework [ISA Research Group, 2012], a mature framework previously developed by some of the authors based on an informal description of the analysis operations and already known by the SPL community [Trinidad et al., 2008]. Using the Prolog animation of the formal specification in FLAME as a reference implementation, the FaMa framework was checked in order to prove their correctness and detect possible deviations from expected results. Due to the maturity of the FaMa framework, this step was also considered as a double–check for the reference implementation.
% SPL instances containing feature models generated by BeTTy
spl_db( spl_001, spl(... ) ).
...
spl_db( spl_999, spl(... ) ).

% Input data and expected result generated by BeTTy
test_data( spl_001, number_of_products, [], 12 ).
...
test_data( spl_999, number_of_products, [], 26 ).

% Test cases
:- begin_tests( number_of_products ).

% A test predicate for each test case that...
% 1. Retrieves an SPL instance
% 2. Retrieves input data and expected results
% 3. Performs the analysis operation
% 4. Compares the actual and expected results
test( number_of_products_001 ) :-
spl_db( spl_001, SPL ),
test_data( spl_001, number_of_products, [], EXPECTED ),
nop( SPL, ACTUAL ),
ACTUAL =:= EXPECTED.
test( number_of_products_002 ) :-
...
:- end_tests( number_of_products ).

Figure 5.2: Structure of a Prolog unitary test for the validation of the \textit{nop} (number of products) operation

In order to avoid biased results, the systematic test–based validation process was performed by a group of authors completely independent from those in charge of the development of the formal specification and the reference implementation.

5.3 Test–based validation results

The test–based validation of the FLAME framework revealed several flaws, especially in the previous informal definitions of some of the analysis operations in [Benavides et al., 2010]. A description of these faults and how they were fixed are next presented.
5.3. Test–based validation results

5.3.1 Variant and dead features

In [Benavides et al., 2010], variant features are defined as “those [features] that do not appear in all the products of an SPL”. Taking this definition as a reference, the variant features ($\Phi_V$) of an SPL were initially specified as all the features of an SPL except those that appear in all the products, i.e. all the features except the core features ($\Phi_C$):

$$\Phi_V^{spl} = \text{spl.features} \setminus \Phi_C^{spl}$$

When the test–based validation was performed, it revealed that the previous definition considered dead features (i.e. those that do not appear in any product) as variant, even in the case of void SPLs, where all their features are dead. After a discussion among the authors, the agreement on dead features not being variant was unanimous, so the informal definition in [Benavides et al., 2010] was enhanced to explicitly declare that variant features cannot be dead and both the formal specification and its corresponding reference implementation were corrected (see Section 3.4.3 for the final definition and specification). This new definition of variant features implies that the core, variant and dead features are a partition of the feature set of an SPL, i.e. they are disjoint to each other and their union is the feature set:

$$\forall \text{spl} : \text{SPL} \bullet$$

$$\Phi_C^{spl} \cap \Phi_V^{spl} = \emptyset \land$$
$$\Phi_C^{spl} \cap \Phi_D^{spl} = \emptyset \land$$
$$\Phi_V^{spl} \cap \Phi_D^{spl} = \emptyset \land$$
$$\text{spl.features} = \Phi_C^{spl} \cup \Phi_V^{spl} \cup \Phi_D^{spl}$$

Or more succinctly:

$$\forall \text{spl} : \text{SPL} \bullet$$

$$(\Phi_C^{spl}, \Phi_V^{spl}, \Phi_D^{spl}) \text{ partitions } \text{spl.features}$$

5.3.2 Homogeneity and other numerical indicators

During the test–based validation, a problem with the definition of the homogeneity operation was detected. This operation was described in [Benavides et al., 2010] as:

$$H^{spl} = 1 - \frac{\#(\Phi_U^{spl})}{N^{spl}}$$

and the test–based validation made evident that if an SPL is void, its homogeneity cannot be computed because it includes a division by zero. After reviewing the original definition of the operation by Fernandez-Amorós et al. [2009], it was clear that there was a mistake in the definition of homogeneity in [Benavides et al., 2010], so the formal specification and reference implementation of this operation in the FLAME framework was fixed in order to be compliant with their authors.
The homogeneity bug was a signal to review all numerical indicators where a division by zero was possible. This review led to enhanced definitions of commonality and partial variability (see Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2) with respect to the definitions in [Benavides et al., 2010]. In the case of the former operation, it was not defined for void SPLs, whereas the latter was not defined for SPLs without variant features. In the FLAME framework, both operations are correctly specified, including those situations not previously considered. The FaMa framework was also updated to be compliant with the new specification.

### 5.3.3 Atomic sets semantics

One of the most interesting results of the test–based validation was the difference between the semantics of the original, feature–model–dependent atomic sets operation and the same notation–independent operation defined in the FLAME framework.

The concept of atomic set, as defined by Zhang et al. [2004a], Segura [2008] and as implemented in the FaMa framework, is defined only over feature models and it is based not on a formal specification but on an algorithm that merges parent features with their mandatory children features without considering cross–tree constraints. This concept of atomic sets allows a feature model to be reduced by replacing groups of features by the corresponding atomic sets in its feature tree, as shown in Figure 5.3 taken from [Benavides et al., 2010].

![Figure 5.3: Feature model reduction applying atomic sets](image)

In the FLAME framework, the concept of atomic sets is specified not structurally but semantically in a higher–level, notation–independent manner (see Section 3.4.5), so it is applicable not only to feature models but to any variability notation used as a characteristic model of an SPL. In FLAME, the atomics sets of an SPL are those maximal groups of features with a subset or disjoint semantics with respect to the SPL products: for every product, all the features in an atomic set appear together in the product, i.e. they are a subset of the product, or none of them appears at all, i.e. they are disjoint.

With these semantics, FLAME and FaMa frameworks produced the same atomic sets during the test–based validation except when cross–tree–constraints were relevant. For example, for the feature model in Figure 5.3, the atomic sets produced by both frameworks are the same. If a new cross–tree–constraint (f requires e) is introduced, the FaMa frameworks produces the same set of atomic sets, whereas the FLAME framework produces \{a, c, d\}, \{b, e, f\} and \{g\} (see Figure 5.4).

Notice that whereas the FaMa framework is able to reduce a feature model using its atomic
sets, the FLAME framework only computes the atomic sets, since is notation–independent. Notice also that those atomic sets computed by FLAME can be more accurate if cross–tree–constraints are relevant. In general, both computations of atomic sets are interesting for different motivations, so the FaMa framework is being updated to include the new semantics but preserving the original ones.

![Figure 5.4: Different atomic sets from the FaMa and FLAME frameworks](image)

### 5.3.4 Prolog toolkit for sets

In the early stages of the test–based validation, a fault in the Prolog toolkit developed for representing sets using lists (see the electronic appendix) was detected. The problem was related with the comparison of sets of sets (i.e. sets of products), that only worked if the sets to be compared were sorted in the same order. This fault was rapidly fixed so the reference implementation could be systematically tested.
In a recent literature review developed by some of the authors [Benavides et al., 2010], the formalization of analysis operations on feature models and their corresponding semantics were identified as a challenge. However, there are some proposals that already define formally, or at least with certain level of rigor, different analysis operations on feature models. Table 6.1 shows a summary of the related work found in the literature, including the FLAME framework in the last column.

Table 6.1: Summary of the proposals reporting formalisation

The first row in Table 6.1 indicates if the proposal listed in the column is abstract, i.e. whether it specifies the semantics of the analysis operations at an abstract level without being coupled with any specific feature or variability model notation. In this sense, the FLAME framework, with all its analysis operations defined in the AFL (see Section 3), is a pioneer. Only Schobbens et al. [2007] proposes a sort of level of abstraction. In that work, a new feature model notation called VFD is defined and compared with other existing feature model dialects. Their conclusion is that
all the analyzed dialects can be translated into VFD, which is proved to be expressively complete and, as an example, some analysis operations are defined using it. In contrast, FLAME defines, among others, all the operations defined in [Schobbens et al., 2007] but at a much more abstract level, not coupled to any specific feature model notation. Furthermore, the semantics of VFD or of any other variability model notations like OVM [Pohl et al., 2005]—which does not have a tree–like structure—, could be specified in the CML of the FLAME framework applying the systematic approach defined in Sections 3 and 4.

The second row in Table 6.1 indicates if the proposal has a reference implementation derived from its formalization. There are some proposals that include an implementation of their formalization, but in most of the cases it is because the formalization is based on the underlying paradigm of the implementation platform. For instance, in [Benavides et al., 2005] a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) solver is used to implement seven operations defined using CSP primitives. Likewise, Fan and Zhang [2006] use description logic to specify some analysis operations and a description logic reasoner as the implementation platform. In contrast, FLAME uses Z as an independent specification language and its corresponding Prolog–based animation as a reference implementation. Only Sun et al. [2005] follow a similar approach. In that work, Z is also used to specify the semantics of feature models and an implementation using Alloy [Jackson, 2012] is provided. However, the Z specification developed by Sun et al. [2005] is feature–model dependent, it cannot be extended to formalize other variability notations in a systematic way like FLAME, and the number of specified analysis operations is also lesser than in FLAME.

The third row in Table 6.1 indicates if the proposal has been validated using a test–based approach. With respect to this, FLAME is the only proposal that, to the best of our knowledge, has applied an automated, systematic test–based validation to its formal specification. Again, only Sun et al. [2005] follow a similar approach. In their work, Sun et al. [2005] perform a double validation. On the one hand, they develop 40 theorems and prove them using Z/EVES [Saaltink, 1997], although many of the them are merely auxiliary theorems to make the automatic proof possible. On the other hand, they animate their Z specification in Alloy and use a sample feature model to test it. In both cases, Sun et al. [2005] do not follow a systematic and automated approach as in the FLAME framework, so their validation process cannot be considered as thorough as the one performed for the FLAME framework.

Finally, the fourth row in Table 6.1 shows that FLAME has the highest number of analysis operations specified, all of them specified in a notation–independent manner. As commented at the end of Section 4, it is possible to specify feature–model dependent analysis operations in the CML of FLAME like false optional features, conditionally dead features, and others described by Benavides et al. [2010], although in this article only operations in the AFL of FLAME have been included in order to avoid an excessive length.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and future work

The first challenge identified by Benavides et al. [2010] in their survey on 20 years of feature models was to “formally describe all the operations of analysis [of feature models] and provide a formal framework for defining new operations”. In this article, this challenge has been successfully faced.

The result, the FLAME framework, includes a formal specification in Z structured in two layers. In the former layer, the abstract foundation layer, it has been possible to specify analysis operations in an abstract and reusable way, making them applicable not only to feature models but to any variability notation. The latter layer, the characteristic model layer, is open for the specification of any variability notation following a systematic approach. An eclectic dialect of feature models (basic feature model) has been formalized in this article, but the same systematic approach could have been applied to other variability notations.

In order to support tool development, the FLAME framework also includes a reference implementation which is the result of the animation of the Z specification in Prolog. This reference implementation has been exhaustively tested with more than 18,000 test cases automatically generated using the BeTTy framework. As a result of the test–based validation of the Z specification, some analysis operations have been improved, a different semantics for atomic sets of features has been developed—which could lead to stronger model reductions in the future—, and the FaMa framework has been fixed and enhanced. In the FLAME framework, the novel combination of a formal specification, its corresponding animation and a automatic test–based validation has proved to be very effective.

The success in the development of the FLAME framework invites to apply the same approach to the formalization of other variability notations like OVM [Pohl et al., 2005] or other variants of feature models, for example those including cardinalities [Czarnecki et al., 2005], or those extending features with numerical information in the form of attributes and relationships among them [Benavides et al., 2005; Roos-Frantz et al., 2011]. Another interesting extension of FLAME is the formalization of notation–dependent analysis operations, some of them already mentioned in the survey by Benavides et al. [2010].

Recently, the study of abstract features, i.e. features that appear in a variability model only to
arrange other elements but with no associated semantics, has been recognized as an important chal-
lenge by Thüm et al. [2011] and Roos-Frantz [2012]. The study of how to include abstract features
in FLAME leads to another appealing future work. Exploring other alternatives for specification
animation seems also interesting, being Alloy and description logic the more likely candidates.
The parallel development of the Z specification and its animation in Prolog—and the positive
feedback between the two of them—enhanced them significantly. Using other implementation
platforms could bring new synergies and increase the quality of the FLAME framework in the
future.
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Appendix A

Prolog code of the reference implementation

This appendix contains the Prolog code corresponding to the reference implementation of the FLAME framework, which can also be downloaded from http://www.isa.us.es/flame. The structure of this appendix is as follows: Section A.1 shows a sample use of the FLAME framework; Sections A.2 and A.3 include the Prolog code corresponding to the abstract foundation layer (AFL) and the implementation of the semantics of the basic feature model (BFM) notation as a particular case of the characteristic model layer (CML) of the FLAME framework; Finally, Section A.4 includes the code corresponding to the set toolkit used in the FLAME framework.

A.1 Sample use of the FLAME framework

% File: FLAME_samples.pl
% Content: Sample uses of the FLAME framework
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 05/03/2012
%  
:- consult( 'afl/afl.pl' ). $ FLAME AFL layer
:- consult( 'cml/bfm/bfm.pl' ). $ FLAME CML layer

$ SPL instances: spl_db( ID, spl( Features, Model ) )

spl_db( bad_spl,
  spl( [ f1, f2, f3 ],
       bfm( k_feature( f1, [ mandatory( l_feature( f2 ) ),
                               mandatory( l_feature( f4 ) ),
                               optional( k_feature( f2, [ only_one( [ l_feature( f1 ), l_feature( f5 ), l_feature( f4 ) ] ) ] ) ] ),
       ] ] )
),
[] $ no cross-tree constraints
FLAME: FAMA Formal Framework

spl_db( survey_spl,
spl( [ mobile_phone, calls, gps, screen, basic, colour, high_resolution, media, camera, mp3 ],
  bfm( k_feature( mobile_phone, [ 
    mandatory( l_feature( calls ) ), 
    mandatory( l_feature( screen, [ 
      only_one( [ l_feature( basic ), l_feature( colour ), l_feature( high_resolution ) ] ) 
    ] ) ),
    optional( k_feature( media, [ 
      one_or_more( [ l_feature( camera ), l_feature( mp3 ) ] ) 
    ] )
  ] ),
  excludes( gps, basic ),
  requires( camera, high_resolution ),
  requires( mp3, mp3 )
)
)
).

spl_db( atomic_sets_spl,
spl( [ a, b, c, d, e, f, g ],
  bfm( k_feature( a, [ 
    optional( k_feature( b, [ 
      mandatory( l_feature( e ) )
    ] ) ),
    mandatory( l_feature( c ) ),
    mandatory( k_feature( d, [ 
      one_or_more( [ l_feature( f ), l_feature( g ) ] )
    ] )
  ] ),
  requires( e, f ),
  requires( f, e )
)
)
).

% Sample usage from Prolog prompt: analyze( survey_spl ).
analyze( SPL_ID ) :-
  spl_db( SPL_ID, SPL ),
  write( 'Checking ' ), write( SPL_ID ), nl,
  check_spl( SPL ),
  write( 'Products of ' ), write( SPL_ID ), nl,
  products_verbose( SPL, PRDS ),
  core_features( SPL, CORE ),
  write( 'Core features = ' ), write( CORE ), nl,
  variant_features( SPL, VARIANT ),
  write( 'Variant features = ' ), write( VARIANT ), nl,
dead_features( SPL, DEAD ),
write( 'Dead features = ' ), write( DEAD ), nl,

unique_features( SPL, UNIQUE ),
write( 'Unique features = ' ), write( UNIQUE ), nl,

homogeneity( SPL, H ),
write( 'Homogeneity = ' ), write( H ), nl,

variability( SPL, V ),
write( 'Variability = ' ), write( V ), nl,

partial_variability( SPL, PV ),
write( 'Partial variability = ' ), write( PV ), nl,

atomic_sets( SPL, ATOMS ),
write( 'Atomic sets: ' ), write( ATOMS ), nl,

fail.
A.2 Abstract foundation layer of FLAME

% File: afl.pl
% Content: abstract foundation layer (AFL) package for FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 24/03/2011

:- consult( 'sets.pl' ). % set toolkit
:- consult( 'check_spl.pl' ). % abstract SPL checking
:- consult( 'valid.pl' ). % validity
:- consult( 'products.pl' ). % products
:- consult( 'relations.pl' ). % SPL relations
:- consult( 'filter.pl' ). % filter
:- consult( 'features.pl' ). % feature-related operations
:- consult( 'atomic_sets.pl' ). % atomic sets
:- consult( 'indicators.pl' ). % numerical indicators

A.2.1 Abstract SPL checking

% File: check_spl.pl
% Content: SPL checks for FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 24/03/2011

% Z definitions (AFL)
% +- SPL ------------------------------------
% | model : Model
% | features : F1 Feature
% +------------------
% | features( model ) = features
% | { characteristic model checks }
% +------------------------------------------

% Prolog predicates
% check_spl( spl( F, M ) )
% This predicate checks an SPL for internal correctness:
% - if its set of features is not empty
% - if its set of features is actually a set
% - if its model is defined using only its set of features
% - if its characteristic model is correct, using the abstract predicate
% checkModel, that must redefined in the characteristic model layer.

% No features
check_spl( spl( [], _ ) ) :-
    write( 'SPL is not OK!' ), nl,
    write( 'Empty feature set.' ), nl,
    fail.
% Features is not a set, i.e. it contains duplicates
check_spl( spl( F, _ ) ) :-
    not( is_set( F ) ),
    write( 'SPL is not OK!' ), nl,
    write( 'Duplicated features in its feature set.' ), nl,
    fail.

% Feature model uses unknown features
check_spl( spl( F, M ) ) :-
    features( M, FM ),
    not( subset( FM, F ) ),
    write( 'SPL is not OK!' ), nl,
    write( 'Feature model includes unknown features ' ),
    subtract( FM, F, U ),
    write( U ), nl,
    fail.

% Some features are not used in the feature model
check_spl( spl( F, M ) ) :-
    features( M, FM ),
    not( subset( F, FM ) ),
    write( 'SPL is not OK!' ), nl,
    write( 'Feature model does not use some features ' ),
    subtract( F, FM, U ),
    write( U ), nl,
    fail.

% Check characteristic model
check_spl( spl( F, M ) ) :-
    check_model( spl( F, M ) ), % abstract predicate
    fail.

% Success predicate (nothing else to be checked)
check_spl( spl( _, _ ) ) :-
    write( 'No (more) errors found in SPL.' ), nl.

A.2.2 Validity relations

% File: valid.pl
% Content: Validity relations of FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 21/04/2011
% Update: fixed valid product - configuration; added full and partial
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 09/02/2012
% The first predicate checks if a product is valid for an SPL. The second does
% the same for a configuration. The third checks if a configuration is valid
valid( P, spl( F, M ) ) :-
   btrck_subset( P, F ), \% backtrackable version of subset
   instance_of( P, M ). \% abstract predicate

valid_p_c( P, configuration( S, R ) ) :-
   subset( S, P ),
   intersection( R, P, [ ] ).

valid_c( configuration( S, R ), spl( F, M ) ) :-
   union( S, R, U ),
   subset( U, F ),
   products( spl( F, M ), PRDS ),
   member( P, PRDS ),
   valid_p_c( P, configuration( S, R ) ).

full( configuration( S, R ), spl( F, M ) ) :-
   union( S, R, U ),
   equal_set( U, F ).

partial( configuration( S, R ), spl( F, M ) ) :-
   union( S, R, U ),
   proper_subset( U, F ).

why_not_valid( P, spl( F, M ) ) :-
   !, write( ‘The product contains no features.’ ), nl.
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not( is_set( P ) ), !,
write( 'Product ' ),
writeq( P ),
write( ' contains duplicated features.' ), nl.

\% The product is not a subset of the feature set, i.e. contains unknown features
why_not_valid( P, spl( F, _ ) ) :-
not( subset( P, F ) ), !,
write( 'Product ' ),
writeq( P ),
write( ' contains unknown features.' ), nl.

\% The product is not an instance of the model
why_not_valid( P, spl( _, M ) ) :-
not( instance_of( P, M ) ), !,
write( 'Product ' ),
writeq( P ),
write( ' is not an instance of the model.' ), nl.

\% The product is valid
why_not_valid( P, _ ) :-
write( 'PRODUCT ' ),
writeq( P ),
write( ' IS VALID!' ), nl.

A.2.3 Valid products

---

\% File: products.pl
\% Content: Product functions and relations of FLAME
\% Author: Amador Durán Toro
\% Date: 02/04/2011
---

\% Z definitions
\% products : SPL -> F Product
\% nop : SPL -> N
\% void : P SPL

\% Prolog predicates (public)
\% products( spl( Features, Model ), [ Products ] )
\% products_verbose( spl( Features, Model ), [ Products ] )
\% nop( spl( Features, Model ), N )
\% void( spl( Features, Model ) )

\% These predicates return the set of valid products of an SPL, the number
\% of products, i.e. the cardinality of the set of valid products, and check if
\% an SPL is void.
---

\% products( spl( Features, Model ), Products )
\% It computes the set of products of an SPL using the valid predicate.
products( spl( F, M ), PRDS ) :-
findall( P, valid( P, spl( F, M ) ), PRDS ).

\% products_verbose( spl( Features, Model ), Products )
\% Same as products but showing progress. It does not use findall but a classic
products_verbose( spl( F, M ), PRDS ) :-
  write( 'Computing products...' ), nl,
  power_set( F, PWR ),
  select( [], PWR, PWR1 ), % take the emptyset away
  length( PWR1, NOPP ),
  write( 'Checking ' ),
  writeq( NOPP ),
  write( ' potential products:' ), nl,
  products_aux( PWR1, spl( F, M ), [], PRDS ),
  length( PRDS, NOP ),
  write( 'There are ' ),
  writeq( NOP ),
  write( ' products in the SPL.' ), nl.

products_aux( [], _, PRDS, PRDS ).
products_aux( [ Pi | P ], spl( F, M ), ACC1, PRDS ) :-
  valid( Pi, spl( F, M ) ), !,
  why_not_valid( Pi, spl( F, M ) ),
  append( [ Pi ], ACC1, ACC2 ),
  products_aux( P, spl( F, M ), ACC2, PRDS ).
products_aux( [ Pi | P ], spl( F, M ), ACC, PRDS ) :-
  why_not_valid( Pi, spl( F, M ) ),
  products_aux( P, spl( F, M ), ACC, PRDS ).

cmp( spl( Features, Model ), NoP )
% It computes the number of products of an SPL.

ncmp( spl( F, M ), NOP ) :-
  products( spl( F, M ), PRDS ),
  length( PRDS, NOP ) .

% void( spl( Features, Model ) )
% It computes if the SPL is void.

void( spl( F, M ) ) :-
  products( spl( F, M ), [] ).

A.2.4 Filtering

% File: filter.pl
% Content: SPL filtering of FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 21/04/2011
% Update: cut eliminated from filter
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 13/02/2012
% Z definitions
% filter : SPL x Configuration -> F Product
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---

Prolog predicates

\[
\text{filter}( \text{spl}( \text{Features}, \text{Model} ), \text{configuration}( \text{S}, \text{R} ), \text{Result})
\]

This predicate returns the set of products of the SPL according to the configuration.

---

---

filter\(\text{spl}(\text{F}, \text{M}), \text{configuration}(\text{S}, \text{R}), \text{RESULT})\) :-

products\(\text{spl}(\text{F}, \text{M}), \text{PRDS})\),

\text{findall}(\text{P}, \text{filtered}(\text{P}, \text{configuration}(\text{S}, \text{R}), \text{PRDS}), \text{RESULT})\).

filtered\(\text{P}, \text{configuration}(\text{S}, \text{R}), \text{PRDS})\) :-

\text{member}(\text{P}, \text{PRDS}),

\text{valid_p_c}(\text{P}, \text{configuration}(\text{S}, \text{R})).

---

A.2.5 SPL relations

---

File: relations.pl

Content: SPL relations of FLAME

Author: Amador Durán Toro

Date: 07/07/2011

---

---

Z definitions

\_\_equivalent\_ : \text{SPL} \leftrightarrow \text{SPL}

\_\_generalization\_ : \text{SPL} \leftrightarrow \text{SPL}

\_\_specialization\_ : \text{SPL} \leftrightarrow \text{SPL}

\_\_arbitrary_edit\_ : \text{SPL} \leftrightarrow \text{SPL}

---

Prolog predicates

\text{equivalent}(\text{spl}(\text{F1}, \text{M1}), \text{spl}(\text{F2}, \text{M2}))

\text{specialization}(\text{spl}(\text{F1}, \text{M1}), \text{spl}(\text{F2}, \text{M2}))

\text{generalization}(\text{spl}(\text{F1}, \text{M1}), \text{spl}(\text{F2}, \text{M2}))

\text{arbitrary>Edit}(\text{spl}(\text{F1}, \text{M1}), \text{spl}(\text{F2}, \text{M2}))

These predicates check if both SPLs are equivalent, a generalization/specialization of each other or an arbitrary edit.

---

\text{equivalent}(\text{spl}(\text{F1}, \text{M1}), \text{spl}(\text{F2}, \text{M2}))

\text{It checks if both SPLs are equivalent.}

---

\text{equivalent}(\text{spl}(\text{F1}, \text{M1}), \text{spl}(\text{F2}, \text{M2})) :-

\text{products}(\text{spl}(\text{F1}, \text{M1}), \text{PRDS1}),

\text{products}(\text{spl}(\text{F2}, \text{M2}), \text{PRDS2}),

\text{equal_set}(\text{PRDS1}, \text{PRDS2}).

---

\text{specialization}(\text{spl}(\text{F1}, \text{M1}), \text{spl}(\text{F2}, \text{M2}))

\text{It checks if the first SPL is a specialization of the second.}

---
specialization( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) :-
  products( spl( F1, M1 ), PRDS1 ),
  products( spl( F2, M2 ), PRDS2 ),
  proper_subset( PRDS1, PRDS2 ).

% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
% generalization( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) )
% It checks if the first SPL is a generalization of the second.
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
generalization( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) :-
  specialization( spl( F2, M2 ), spl( F1, M1 ) ).

% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
% arbitrary_edit( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) )
% It checks if both SPLs are an arbitrary edit of each other.
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
arbitrary_edit( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) :-
  not( equivalent( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) ),
  not( specialization( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) ),
  not( generalization( spl( F1, M1 ), spl( F2, M2 ) ) ) .

A.2.6 Feature–related operations

% File: features.pl
% Content: Feature functions of FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 07/04/2011
% Update: variant features semantics fixed
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 03/06/2011
% Z definitions
% coreFeatures : SPL -> F Feature
% variantFeatures : SPL -> F Feature
% deadFeatures : SPL -> F Feature
% uniqueFeatures : SPL -> F Feature
% Prolog predicates
% core_features( SPL, [ Feature ] )
% variant_features( SPL, [ Feature ] )
% dead_features( SPL, [ Feature ] )
% unique_features( SPL, [ Feature ] )
% These predicates compute different sets of features of an SPL.
% core_features( spl( F, M ), C ) :-
% products( spl( F, M ), PRDS ),
% intersection( PRDS, C ).
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\[\text{variant_features} \(\text{SPL}, \{ \text{Feature} \} \)]
\[\text{dead_features} \(\text{SPL}, \{ \text{Feature} \} \)
\[\text{unique_features} \(\text{SPL}, \{ \text{Feature} \} \)

A.2.7 Atomic sets

\[\text{atomic_sets} \text{SPL} \rightarrow \text{F Feature}
\[\text{potential_atomic_sets} \text{SPL} \rightarrow \text{Feature}
\[\text{atomic_set} \text{SPL} \rightarrow \text{Feature}

These predicates compute the atomic sets of an SPL.

\[\text{atomic_sets} \text{SPL} \rightarrow \text{Feature}

It computes the (maximal) atomic sets of an SPL.
atomic_sets( spl( F, M ), ATOMS ) :-
    potential_atomic_sets( spl( F, M ), POTATOMS ),
    findall( A, maximal( A, POTATOMS ), ATOMS ).

potential_atomic_sets( spl( F, M ), POTATOMS ) :-
    products( spl( F, M ), PRDS ),
    findall( A0, potential_atomic_set( A0, F, PRDS ), POTATOMS ).

potential_atomic_set( A0, F, PRDS ) :-
    btrck_subset( A0, F ), % backtrackable version of subset
    A0 \= [], % atomic sets are nonempty
    forall( member( P, PRDS ), subset_or_disjoint( A0, P ) ).

A.2.8 Numerical indicators

Z definitions
homogeneity : SPL -> R
commonality : SPL x Configuration -> R
variability : SPL -> R
pvariability : SPL -> R

Prolog predicates
homogeneity( SPL, H )
commonality( SPL, CONF, C )
variability( SPL, V )
pvariantiability( SPL, PV )

These predicates compute several measures of an SPL.

It computes the homogeneity of an SPL.

homogeneity( spl( F, M ), H ) :-
    unique_features( spl( F, M ), UF ),
    length( UF, NOUF ),
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\[ \text{length}(F, \text{NOF}), \]
\[ \text{H is } 1 - \left( \frac{\text{NOUF}}{\text{NOF}} \right). \]

\[ \text{// commonality( SPL, CONF, C )} \]
\[ \text{// It computes the commonality factor of a configuration in an SPL.} \]
\[ \text{//} \]
\[ \text{commonality}( \text{spl}(F, M), \text{configuration}(\_, \_), 0 ) :- \]
\[ \text{void}( \text{spl}(F, M)). \]
\[ \text{commonality}( \text{spl}(F, M), \text{configuration}(S, R), C ) :- \]
\[ \text{filter}( \text{spl}(F, M), \text{configuration}(S, R), \text{FILTERED}), \]
\[ \text{nop}( \text{spl}(F, M), \text{NOP}), \]
\[ \text{length}( \text{FILTERED}, \text{NOFP}), \]
\[ C \text{ is NOFP / NOP}. \]

\[ \text{// variability( SPL, V )} \]
\[ \text{// It computes the (total) variability of an SPL} \]
\[ \text{//} \]
\[ \text{variability}( \text{spl}(F, M), V ) :- \]
\[ \text{nop}( \text{spl}(F, M), N), \]
\[ \text{length}(F, \text{NOF}), \]
\[ V \text{ is } N / (2^{\text{NOF}} - 1). \]

\[ \text{// partial_variability( SPL, V )} \]
\[ \text{// It computes the partial variability of an SPL} \]
\[ \text{//} \]
\[ \text{partial_variability}( \text{spl}(F, M), 0 ) :- \]
\[ \text{variant_features}( \text{spl}(F, M), []). \]
\[ \text{partial_variability}( \text{spl}(F, M), PV ) :- \]
\[ \text{nop}( \text{spl}(F, M), N), \]
\[ \text{variant_features}( \text{spl}(F, M), VF), \]
\[ \text{length}(VF, \text{NOVF}), \]
\[ PV \text{ is } N / (2^{\text{NOVF}} - 1). \]

\[ \text{// potential( SPL, P )} \]
\[ \text{// It computes the number of potential products of an SPL} \]
\[ \text{//} \]
\[ \text{potential}( \text{spl}(F, \_), P ) :- \]
\[ \text{length}(F, \text{NOF}), \]
\[ P \text{ is } 2^{\text{NOF}} - 1. \]
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% File: bfm.pl
% Content: CML/BFM package for FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 24/03/2011
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
:- consult( 'helpers.pl' ). % helper functions
:- consult( 'check_model.pl' ). % BFM model checking
:- consult( 'features.pl' ). % features-in-a-model function
:- consult( 'instance.pl' ). % is-instance-of relation

A.3.1 Helper functions

% File: helpers.pl
% Content: BFM helper functions for FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 23/04/2011
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
% 2 definitions
% children : Relationship -> F1 TreeFeature
% feature_count_T : Feature x TreeModel -> N
% feature_count_R : Feature x Relationship -> N
% Prolog predicates
% children( Relationship, [ TreeFeature ] )
% feature_count_t( Feature, TreeModel, N )
% feature_count_r( Feature, Relationship, N )
% The first predicate returns the children TreeFeatures of a Relationship.
% The two last predicates return the number of times a feature appears in a
% TreeModel or in a Relationship.
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

% children( Relationship, [ TreeFeature ] )
% It returns the children TreeFeatures of a Relationship.
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
children( mandatory( Ti ), CHLD ) :-
   children( optional( Ti ), CHLD ).

children( optional( Ti ), [ Ti ] ).

children( one_or_more( T ), CHLD ) :-
   children( only_one( T ), CHLD ).

children( only_one( T ), T ).
% feature_count_t( Feature, TreeModel, N )
% It computes the number of times a feature appears in a TreeModel.
% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
feature_count_t( F, l_feature( F ), 1 ).
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feature_count_t( F1, l_feature( F2 ), 0 ) :-
    F1 \= F2.

feature_count_t( F, k_feature( F, RELS ), N ) :-
    for_each_sum( feature_count_r, F, RELS, NR ),
    N is NR + 1.

feature_count_t( F1, k_feature( F2, RELS ), N ) :-
    F1 \= F2,
    for_each_sum( feature_count_r, F1, RELS, N ).

feature_count_r( F, R, N ) :-
    children( R, CHLD ),
    for_each_sum( feature_count_t, F, CHLD, N ).

A.3.2 Specific BFM checking

% File: check_model.pl
% Content: BFM checks for FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 23/04/2011

% Z definitions (CML/BFM)
% |- SPL -----------------------------------
% | model : Model
% | features : F1 Feature
% +-------------------
% | features( model ) = features
% | forAll f : features @
% | feature_count( f, tree model ) = 1
% +--------------------------------------
% Prolog predicates
% check_model( spl( F, M ) )
% check_tree( F, M )
% This predicate checks a BFM-based SPL for internal correctness:
% |- if its tree model is a tree
% +---------------------------------------------------------------
% Model is not a tree
% +---------------------------------------------------------------

check_model( spl( _, bfm( TREE, CTC ) ) ) :-
    features( bfm( TREE, CTC ), F2 ),
    check_tree( F2, TREE ),
    fail.

% check_tree( [ F ], TREE )
% |- if the features appear only once in the tree model using the
% % feature_count auxiliary predicate.
check_tree([], _).
check_tree([ Fi | F ], TREE) :-
    check_feature_count(Fi, TREE),
    check_tree(F, TREE).
check_feature_count(F, TREE) :-
    feature_count_T(F, TREE, N),
    N > 1, !,
    write('SPL is not OK!'), nl,
    write('Feature '), write(F),
    write( ' appears ' ), write(N), write( ' times in the SPL model.' ), nl.
check_feature_count(_, _).

A.3.3 Features–in–a–model function

%****************************************************************************%
% File: features.pl
% Content: BFM features-in-a-model function for FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 23/04/2011
%****************************************************************************%

% Z definitions
features : Model -> F Feature
tfeatures : TreeFeature -> F Feature
rfeatures : Relationship -> F Feature
xfeatures : CTC -> F Feature

% Prolog predicates
features( Model, [ Feature ] )
t_features( TreeFeature, [ Feature ] )
r_features( Relationship, [ Feature ] )
x_features( CTC, [ Feature ] )

These predicates return a set with all the features used in a BFM model.
%****************************************************************************%

features( bfm( TREE, CTC ), F ) :-
t_features( TREE, F1 ),
for_each_union( x_features, CTC, F2 ),
union( F1, F2, F ).
t_features( l_feature( Fi ), [ Fi ] ).
t_features( k_feature( Fi, R ), F ) :-
for_each_union( r_features, R, FR ),
union( [ Fi ], FR, F ).
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\% r_features( Relationship, [ Feature ] )
\% It computes the features in a Relationship.
\% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

r_features( R, F ) :-
    children( R, CHLD ),
    for_each_union( t_features, CHLD, F ).

\% x_features( CTC, [ Feature ] )
\% It computes the features in a CTC.
\% -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

x_features( requires( F1, F2 ), F ) :-
    x_features( excludes( F1, F2 ), F ).

x_features( excludes( F1, F2 ), F ) :-
    union( [ F1 ], [ F2 ], F ).
A.3.4 Is–instance–of relation

% File: instance.pl
% Content: BFM is-instance-of relation for FLAME
% Author: Amador Durán Toro
% Date: 22/04/2011
%

% NOTE: instance is a built-in predicate of SWI-Prolog that cannot redefined
%
% Z definitions
_instance_ : Product <-> Model
_tinstance_ : Product <-> TreeFeature
_rinstance_ : Product <-> Relationship
_xinstance_ : Product <-> CTC

% Prolog predicates
instance_of( Product, Model )
instance_of_t( Product, TreeFeature )
instance_of_r( Product, Relationship )
instance_of_x( Product, CTC )
instance_or_disjoint( Product, TreeFeature, NOI )
instance_or_disjoint( Product, [ TreeFeature ], NOI )

The first predicates check if a product is an instance of a BFM model, a tree, a relationship, and a CTC. The last one is a helper predicate that checks if a product is an instance of or does not contain any feature of a list of trees. It also computes the number of times the product is an instance of the treee (NOI = Number Of Instances).

instance_of( Product, bfm( TREE, CTC ) ) :-
instance_of_t( P, TREE ), !,
forall( member( CTCi, CTC ), instance_of_x( P, CTCi ) ).

instance_of_t( Product, TreeFeature )
instance_of_r( Product, mandatory( Ti ) ) :-
instance_of_t( P, Ti ).
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\[
\text{instance\_of\_r}( P, \text{optional}( T_i )) :\neg \\
\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( P, T_i, _ ) .
\]

\[
\text{instance\_of\_r}( P, \text{one\_or\_more}( T )) :\neg \\
\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( P, T, NOI ), \\
\text{NOI} \geq 1.
\]

\[
\text{instance\_of\_r}( P, \text{only\_one}( T )) :\neg \\
\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( P, T, NOI ), \\
\text{NOI} = 1.
\]

\[\text{-instance\_of\_x}( \text{Product}, \text{CTC})\]
\[\text{It \ computes \ if \ the \ product \ is \ an \ instance \ of \ a \ CTC.}\]

\[\text{instance\_of\_x}( P, \text{requires}( F_1, F_2 )) :\neg \\
\text{not}( \text{member}( F_1, P ) ) \\
\text{;} \\
\text{member}( F_2, P ).
\]

\[\text{instance\_of\_x}( P, \text{excludes}( F_1, F_2 )) :\neg \\
\text{not}( \text{member}( F_1, P ) ) \\
\text{;} \\
\text{not}( \text{member}( F_2, P ) ).
\]

\[\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( \text{Product}, \text{TreeFeature}, NOI )\]
\[\text{It \ checks \ if \ the \ product \ is \ an \ instance \ of \ the \ TreeFeature \ or \ if \ none \ of \ the} \\
\text{features \ in \ the \ product \ appear \ in \ the \ tree. \ It \ also \ computes \ how \ many \ times} \\
\text{the \ product \ is \ an \ instance \ of \ the \ tree \ (NOI = \text{Number \ Of \ Instances}).}\]

\[\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( _, [], NOI ) :\neg \\
\text{NOI} = 0 .
\]

\[\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( P, [ \text{TF}_1 | \text{TF}_2 ], NOI ) :\neg \\
\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( P, \text{TF}_1, NOI_1 ), \\
\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( P, \text{TF}_2, NOI_2 ), \\
\text{NOI} = NOI_1 + NOI_2, ! .
\]

\[\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( P, \text{TF}_1, NOI ) :\neg \\
\text{instance\_of\_t}( P, \text{TF}_1 ), \\
\text{NOI} = 1 .
\]

\[\text{instance\_or\_disjoint}( P, \text{TF}_1, NOI ) :\neg \\
\text{t\_features}( \text{TF}_1, F ), \\
\text{intersection}( P, F, [ ] ), \\
\text{NOI} = 0 .
\]
A.4 Set toolkit of FLAME

File: sets.pl
Content: Set toolkit for FLAME
Author: Amador Durán Toro
Date: 24/04/2011
Update: fixed powerset_subset by sorting both sets before comparing
Author: Amador Durán Toro
Date: 22/05/2011

Prolog predicates (public)
- equal_set( [ Set ], [ Set ] )
- equal_superset( [ [ Set ] ], [ [ Set ] ] )
- union( [ [ Set ] ], [ [ Set ] ] )
- intersection( [ [ Set ] ], [ [ Set ] ] )
- maximal( [ Set ], [ Set ] )
- proper_subset( [ Subset ], [ Set ] )
- subset_or_disjoint( [ Subset ], [ Set ] )
- power_set( [ Set ], [ [ Powerset ] ] )
- btkc_subset( Subset, Set )
- powerset_subset( [ Subset ], [ Set ] )
- brtko_subset( [ Subset ], [ Set ] )
- safe_sort( [ Set ], [ Set ] )
- for_each_union( Goal, [ Set ], [ Set ] )
- for_each_sum( Goal, [ Set ], N )
- for_each_sum( Goal, K, [ Set ], N )
- for_each_sort( [ [ Set ] ], [ [ Set ] ] )

Some of these set-related predicates are implemented in other versions of Prolog, but not in SWI-Prolog.

equal_set( Set1, Set2 ) :-
  subset( Set1, Set2 ),
  subset( Set2, Set1 ).

equal_superset( [ [ Set ] ], [ [ Set ] ] )
Predicate that checks super set (set of sets) equality.

equal_superset( S1, S2 ) :-
  for_each_sort( S1, S11 ),
  for_each_sort( S2, S22 ),
  equal_set( S11, S22 ).

union( [ [ Set ] ], [ Set ] )
It computes the distributed union over a set of sets.

union( Superset, Union ) :-
  flatten( Superset, Flatten ),
  list_to_set( Flatten, Union ),
\[ \text{intersection( [ S1 | Rest ], Intersection ) :-} \]
\[ \text{dinter( [ S1 | Rest ], S1, Intersection ).} \]
\[ \text{dinter( [ S1 | Rest ], PreviousResult, Result ) :-} \]
\[ \text{intersection( S1, PreviousResult, Aux ),} \]
\[ \text{dinter( Rest, Aux, Result ).} \]
\[ \text{maximal( Si, S ) :-} \]
\[ \text{member( Si, S ),} \]
\[ \text{forall( member( Sj, S ), not( proper_subset( Si, Sj ) ) ).} \]
\[ \text{proper_subset( Si, Sj ) :-} \]
\[ \text{length( Si, L1 ),} \]
\[ \text{length( Sj, L2 ),} \]
\[ \text{L1 \!= L2,} \]
\[ \text{subset( Si, Sj ).} \]
\[ \text{subset_or_disjoint( A, P ) :-} \]
\[ \text{subset( A, P ) ;} \]
\[ \text{intersection( A, P, [] ).} \]
\[ \text{power_set( Set, Powerset ) :-} \]
\[ \text{reverse( Set, SetReverse ), !,} \]
\[ \text{power_set_aux( SetReverse, [[ ]], Powerset ), !.} \]
\[ \text{power_set_aux( [ Set ], [ Acc ], [ Powerset ] )} \]
% Helper predicates borrowed from "Simply Logical" from Peter Flach (2005)
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
power_set_aux([], Powerset, Powerset).

power_set_aux([H | T], Acc, PowerSet):-
    extend_pset(H, Acc, Accl),
    power_set_aux(T, Accl, PowerSet).

extend_pset([], [], []).

extend_pset(H, [List | MoreLists],[ List, [ H | List ] | More ]):-
    extend_pset(H, MoreLists, More).
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
% btrck_subset( Subset, Set )
% It checks if the first set is a subset of the second. It is simple a delegate
% for actual backtrackable subset predicates. It can be configured to use
% powerset_subset (nice results) or bratko_subset (faster).
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
btrck_subset(Subset, Set) :- % choose one implementation
    powerset_subset(Subset, Set).

% powerset_subset([ Subset ],[ Set ])
% Backtrackable powerset-based subset predicate.
% % Note: it doesn’t work if both sets are not in the same order; I’ve fixed it
% % sorting both sets before processing if they are bound variables.
% % ---------------------------------------------------------------------
powerset_subset(Subset, Set) :-
    safe_sort(Subset, Sorted_Subset),
    safe_sort(Set, Sorted_Set),
    power_set(Sorted_Set, Powerset), !,
    member(Sorted_Subset, Powerset).
% ---------------------------------------------------------------------
% bratko_subset([ Subset ],[ Set ])
% Backtrackable subset predicate based on Ivan Bratko’s book "Prolog
% Programming for Artificial Intelligence". Its performance is slightly better
% than the powerset-based subset predicate.
% % Note: it doesn’t work if both sets are not in the same order; I’ve fixed it
% % sorting both sets before processing if they are bound variables.
% % ---------------------------------------------------------------------
bratko_subset(X, Y) :-
    safe_sort(X, Sorted_X),
    safe_sort(Y, Sorted_Y),
    actual_bratko_subset(Sorted_X, Sorted_Y).

actual_bratko_subset([], []).

actual_bratko_subset([First | Sub], [First | Rest]) :-
    actual_bratko_subset(Sub, Rest).

actual_bratko_subset(Sub, [_. | Rest]) :-
    actual_bratko_subset(Sub, Rest).
% safe_sort( [ List ], [ List ] )
% It sorts a list if it is bound.

safe_sort( X, Sorted_X ) :-
    var( X ), !,
    Sorted_X = X.

safe_sort( X, Sorted_X ) :-
    sort( X, Sorted_X ).

% for_each_sort( [ [ Set ] ], [ [ Set ] ] )
% It internally sorts the sets in the first superset into the second superset.

for_each_sort( [], [] ).

for_each_sort( [ Xi | X ], [ Yi | Y ] ) :-
    sort( Xi, Yi ),
    for_each_sort( X, Y ).

% for_each_union( Goal, [ Set ], [ Set ] )
% It applies the goal of the form Goal( In, Out ) to all the members of the
% first set and stores the results in the second set.

for_each_union( _, [], [] ).

for_each_union( G, [ Xi | X ], Y ) :-
    call( G, Xi, Y1 ),
    for_each_union( G, X, Y2 ),
    union( Y1, Y2, Y ).

% for_each_sum( Goal, [ Set ], N )
% for_each_sum( Goal, K, [ Set ], N )
% It applies the goal of the form Goal( In, Out ) or Goal( K, In, Out ) to all
% the members of the set and sums the partial results into N.

for_each_sum( _, [], 0 ).

for_each_sum( G, [ Xi | X ], N ) :-
    call( G, Xi, N1 ),
    for_each_sum( G, X, N2 ),
    N is N1 + N2.

for_each_sum( _, _, [ ], 0 ).

for_each_sum( G, K, [ Xi | X ], N ) :-
    call( G, K, Xi, N1 ),
    for_each_sum( G, K, X, N2 ),
    N is N1 + N2.